Volleyball sweeps Smith, 3-0

By Paul Paternoster

After surviving a tough opening game, the women's varsity volleyball team of Smith Col-
lege scored a convincing 27-0 victory over Mer-
rimack College Saturday at Briggs Field.

The Engineers showed that superior volleyball skills and teamwork are really what were win-
ning points.

Tori Lowenstein, 18, dazzled the crowd with some uncharacteristic hits. Many of her early hits were returned by Smith, only due to inaccurate maneuvers by the back-
line players. As the match pro-
gressed, however, there was no stopping Lowenstein. The constant of the first half of the match was Lowenstein. Without her picture perfect sets, Lowen-
stein was well on her way to a im-
gressive game in the set.

Captain Rachel Chin and Judy McGuire '87 helped MIT to the first game at 6-6 with some key tucks and well-positioned shots off Koyama passes. Bertie Ak '88 filled her corner blocking spot well, rejecting many Smith attempts for points.

Play started to get a little sloppy on MIT's side, long enough to enable Smith to take a five point lead 11-6. Then Chin served. As the MIT backfield's 47-5 total rushing yards set a new record, as the MIT backfield's 47-5 total rushing yards set a new record.

Finally, however, there was no stopping Lowenstein. The unsung hero of the first half of the match was Lowenstein. Giving him a team-leading seven

points. The MIT club football team

The MIT ground game continued as the MIT backfield's 47-5 total rushing yards set a new record. In the second.

Christopher Adams '87 led the Beavers' attack; his

rushing yards set a new record.

The MIT backfield's 47-5 total rushing yards set a new record. As the match pro-
gressed, however, there was no stopping Lowenstein. The unsung hero of the first half of the match was Lowenstein.

The MIT club football team

The MIT ground game continued as the MIT backfield's 47-5 total rushing yards set a new record. After surviving a tough opening games, the women's varsity volleyball team of Smith Col-
lege scored a convincing 27-0 victory over Mer-
rimack College Saturday at Briggs Field.

The MIT ground game continued, and the Beavers wa-
sed to roll over opposing defenses, as the MIT backfield's 47-5 total rushing yards set a new record.

Chin tipped the ball into a
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